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For Immediate Release
June 06, 2018

Verity 2.0 Is Certified as
Powered by SAP® NetWeaver®
Hyderabad, India: June 06th, 2018 — ToggleNow announced today that its Risk Analysis solution, Verity 2.0, has
achieved SAP certification as powered by the SAP® NetWeaver® technology platform. The solution integrates with
SAP NetWeaver and assists the businesses to detect and control SoD (Segregation of Duty), and manage the critical
risks at the authorization areas. Further, it gives options to simulate the assignments so that the team is well aware of
the risks, even before they occur.
Solutions powered by SAP NetWeaver can be more quickly and easily integrated into SAP solution environments.
Customers can benefit from improved interoperability with SAP applications and with the large ecosystem of solutions
that run on SAP NetWeaver. Choosing an SAP-certified solution can also help reduce overall IT investment costs and
risks.
“We are delighted to announce the successful achievement of Verity 2.0, now certified as powered by SAP NetWeaver,”
said Raghu Boddu, Managing Director at ToggleNow Software Solutions Pvt Ltd. “The ability of Verity 2.0 to run on
SAP NetWeaver and interoperate with other SAP solutions will prove highly beneficial to our current and future
customers.”

Verity 2.0 is a software solution that helps organizations to identify and manage access level risks efficiently. It
minimizes the Segregation of Duties and critical risks by facilitating and supporting a continuous process consisting of
scanning, analysis and mitigation. Verity 2.0 reduces risk and possible financial damages due to the exploitation of
risks. It enables cost-effective mitigation and does not require specialist skills in order to operate.

About ToggleNow Software Solutions Pvt Ltd
ToggleNow offers superior solutions to complex challenges faced by today’s businesses in reaping maximum value for
their IT investments. ToggleNow consists of specialists and developers experienced in SAP security and GRC. The
company’s solutions are based on years of security research.
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ToggleNow looks at every technology engagement with a business focus. ToggleNow’s team always strive to simplify
the processes by embedding the right technology to simplify the process that change in the way people do their
everyday work. ToggleNow assesses an organization's human capital and ensure the change fits, is accepted and is
sustainable to continuous improvement within the company.
###
SAP, SAP NetWeaver and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or
registered trademarks of SAP SE (or an SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other countries. See http://www.sap.com/corporateen/legal/copyright/index.epx for additional trademark information and notices.

All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies.

For more information, press only:
Visit our product page @ https://www.togglenow.com/solutions/verity/
Email : info@togglenow.com

